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Abstract

RSA is a well-known algorithm that is used in various
cryptographic systems like smart cards and e-commerce
applications. This article presents practical attacks on
implementations of RSA that use the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT). The attacks have been performed by
inducing faults into a cryptographic device through
optical and electromagnetic injections. We show optical
attacks using fibre-optic light guides. Furthermore, we
present a new non-invasive electromagnetic fault-attack
using high-frequency spark gaps. All attacks have been
performed using low-cost equipment.
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1 Introduction

Side-channel attacks are among the most powerful at-
tacks against cryptographic devices nowadays. They ex-
ploit interesting information that is leaked by the device
in order to disclose its secret. A common way to access
a side-channel source is to measure the power consump-
tion of the device while it performs cryptographic opera-
tions. The so-called Differential Power Analysis was first
introduced by P. Kocher et al. [13] in 1998 and it makes
use of statistical methods to extract the secret key. There
are also electromagnetic emanations [1, 9], timing infor-
mations [12], or even sound side-channels [18] that can
be used to recover sensitive data. Besides passive attacks
which do not conspicuously interfere the device under at-
tack, there exist active attacks which influence the system
by applying external or internal changes, e.g. the temper-
ature or the power supply. Optical fault-injection attacks
are a typical example of active attacks which require the
decapsulation of the chip from its package. In addition,
these attacks can be performed with slight effort and low-
cost equipment. In [20], S. Skorobogatov and R. Ander-

son induced optical faults in a smart card by using a simple
laser pointer or a flashgun of a conventional camera.

Another kind of active attacks are electromagnetic
fault-attacks. In contrast to optical fault-injections, elec-
tromagnetic attacks avoid the need of decapsulating the
chip from its package and they allow attacks to be per-
formed at a distance. J.-J. Quisquater and D. Samyde [16]
presented EM fault-attacks using eddy currents in order
to affect the behavior of the cryptographic device. They
have been able to insert permanent and transient faults into
transistors and memory cells of common smart-card pro-
cessors.

Fault attacks pose a serious threat in cryptographic sys-
tems and they can be applied on a multitude of physical
implementations of various cryptographic algorithms like
AES [7], DES [5], ECC [4], or RSA [8].

In particular, RSA [17] is one of the most common
public-key algorithms and it is widely used in common
smart-card payment and electronic-commerce systems.
The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) is applied in
practice in order to increase the calculation speed of the
signature generation process. Actually, a speed-up im-
provement by a factor of about four is achieved. However,
there are many publications so far which discuss fault-
injection attacks on CRT-based RSA implementations.
The first fault attack has been announced by Boneh et
al. [8] in 1996. The so-called Bellcore attack extracts the
secret by factoring the RSA modulus using one faulty and
one correct RSA signature. A. Lenstra [14] improved the
attack and showed that the RSA modulus can be factor-
ized by using only one faulty signature. Furthermore, Bi-
ham et al. [5] introduced the term Differential Fault Anal-
ysis and presented a related hardware-fault attack that can
be applied on secret-key cryptosystems like DES. Nev-
ertheless, there are many articles that focus on theoret-
ical fault-models and countermeasures, see for example
[23, 2, 6, 22, 10, 8], but there are only two publications so
far which provides results of practical investigations. C.
Aumüller et al. [3] presented concrete results on how to at-
tack CRT-based RSA using non-invasive spike attacks that



have been coupled into the power-supply lines of a cryp-
tographic device. C. H. Kim and J.-J. Quisquater showed
that some fault countermeasures for RSA using CRT can
be defeated by non-invasive methods [11].

In this article, we present practical investigations of op-
tical and electromagnetic fault-injection attacks on an im-
plementation of the CRT-based RSA signature-generation
process. First, we present optical fault-injection attacks
on a decapsulated microcontroller using a simple fibre-
optic light guide. Second, we provide practical results of
a new electromagnetic fault-injection attack on a capsu-
lated, rear-side decapsulated, and front-side decapsulated
microcontroller. This article is the first article that dis-
cusses concrete results of optical and EM fault-injection
attacks on CRT-based RSA. All attacks have been per-
formed at low cost.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the at-
tack on the CRT-based RSA algorithm is described. Sec-
tion 3 describes the measurement setups in order to per-
form optical and electromagnetic fault-analysis. Section 4
presents the results of the attacks. Conclusion is given in
Section 5.

2 Review - Attacking the CRT-based RSA
Algorithm

Let n = pq denote a RSA modulus, where p and q are
two large prime numbers (e.g. 1024 bits). Let d denote a
private exponent and e = d−1 mod ϕ(n) the correspond-
ing public exponent. Furthermore, let z = CRT (x, y)
denote the CRT recombination of the value z ∈ Zn from
values x, y of the subgroups Zp and Zq where

CRT (x, y) = xcp + ycq mod n

with cp = q (q−1 mod p) and cq = p (p−1 mod q). This
method is often called Gauss’s algorithm [15].

In general, the CRT is used in order to optimize the
signature generation S = md mod n of a message m. As
opposed to calculate the modulus of n, the modulus of
each prime is calculated using the following equation:

S = CRT ((md mod p), (md mod q)) mod n.

Boneh et al. [8] showed that it is possible to factor the RSA
modulus if an error ∆ occurs during the signature genera-
tion. Note that it is entirely unimportant neither what kind
of fault has been induced nor the time when the fault has
occured during the computation of the signature parts. A
faulty calculation of the signature S leads to a faulty sig-
nature that we further denote as S̃:

S̃ = CRT ((m mod p)d, (m mod q)d + ∆) mod n

= md + ∆p (p−1 mod q) mod n.

Now, if the attacker is in possession of both a faulty signa-
ture and a correct signature, the modulus n can be easily
factorized by calculating

p = gcd(S̃ − S, n).

As A. Lenstra has shown in [14], it is also possible to fac-
torize the modulus by holding the input m and one faulty
signature S̃. It can be calculated using the following equa-
tion:

p = gcd(S̃e −m, n).

In this article, we consider a rather simple fault model.
Every fault-injection that results in an error during the
modulo computation of one prime will succeed the at-
tack. Thus, we do not have to fulfill time-critical con-
strains due to the fact that the calculation of the CRT-based
RSA of our implementation takes at least several seconds.
Moreover, we can neglect exact positioning issues of op-
tical and electromagnetic sensors in order to affect spe-
cific parts of the device under attack. It is of no impor-
tance whether the faulty computation is caused by SRAM
switches, register variations, or excecution changes.

3 Fault-Injection Setups

This chapter describes the setup used in order to per-
form optical and electromagnetic fault-injection attacks.
For both kind of attacks, an own evaluation board has been
designed. Each device has a microcontroller on the board.
In addition, the microcontrollers have been programmed
with a CRT-based RSA software implementation which
neither have any hardware protections enabled nor that
have any software countermeasures implemented in order
to prevent fault attacks. The CRT-based RSA implemen-
tation uses a square and multiply algorithm to compute the
two partial RSA signatures. Furthermore, a PC has been
connected to the evaluation boards to communicate over
the serial interface. The CRT-based RSA is thereby used
in a challenge-response protocol.

3.1 Optical Fault-Injection Attacks

The idea of optical fault-injections has been firstly pre-
sented by S. Skorobogatov and R. Anderson [20] in 2003.
The photon of a light beam can cause SRAM cells to
switch. Basically, a photon that hits a metal plate can be-
have as follows. If the photon has an energy more than
1.1 eV, an electron-hole pair is created. The electron ab-
sorbes the single photon whereas the electron is liberated
from atomic binding. An eletric field like in a transistor
can separate the pair, which results in current [21]. This
is termed photovoltaic effect. The induced current may
cause SRAM cells to switch. However, S. Skorobogatov
and R. Anderson used a modified laser pointer in com-
bination with a microscope in order to get a concentrated
light beam. They have been able to flip single bits in mem-
ory rather reliably after they have decapsulated the chip
from its package.

Nevertheless, we present a way to circumvent the need
of a proper and cost-intensive microscope in order to per-
form optical fault-injection attacks. Note that our fault
model allows the use of less accurate light-injections since
we are not up to flip single bits in the circuit. We thus de-
signed a board where we have assembled a simple laser



Figure 1. Laser attack on a microcontroller using a
fibre-optic light guide

diode as a light source for our investigations. The laser
diode emitts a light beam of 100 mW with a wavelength
of 785 nm. Furthermore, we used a fibre-optic light guide
that has been attached onto the laser diode using an ac-
cording light-guide port. The light guide has a cross-
section dimension of 1 mm. As a trigger signal for the
light diode the output port of the microcontroller has been
used. It is also possible to set the trigger manually us-
ing an on/off-switch. The device under attack is an 8-bit
microcontroller that has a flash-memory size of 1 KByte
and 68 KByte of SRAM. The microcontroller has been
clocked by a 9.216 MHz crystal oscillator.

3.2 Electromagnetic Fault-Injection Attacks

The first article that discusses electromagnetic in-
vestigations on cryptographic devices using EM fault-
injections has been published by J.-J. Quisquater and D.
Samyde [16]. They pointed out that it is possible to in-
fluence devices using a simple self-made EM probe [16].
They have used a camera flash-gun to inject a high volt-
age into the coil of the probe. This high voltage causes a
magnetic field that then again generates an eddy current
on the surface of the chip. This current leads to faulty
computations.

We have followed another approach by using high-
frequency spark gaps instead of magnetic fields. The in-
duced spark gaps involve a very fast change of the flowing
current. In addition, this leads to a very strong electromag-
netic burst and radiation, respectively, which can be mea-
sured even at a very large distance. The characterization
of such high-frequency EM pulses is a rather difficult task
and needs appropriate measurement setups. The setup of
the EM fault-attack and the measurement setup to charac-
terize the EM spark-gaps are described in the following.

The overall electromagnetic measurement setup has
been carried out onto an Earth Reference Plane (ERP).
We used an aluminium plate that has a length of about two
meters and a width of about 1 meter. Every device which
has been used during the measurement has been placed
on top of this plate. The plate itself has been connected
to the earth ground in order to provide the same capaci-

Figure 2. Spark-gap burst right above the surface of a
microcontroller

tive potential for all devices involved by the measurement
process.

For the electromagnetic fault-injection attack the fol-
lowing devices have been used: the microcontroller board,
power supply, PC, spark-gap generator, and a digital oscil-
loscope. The used microcontroller has an 8-bit architec-
ture. It has 12 KByte of internal flash memory and it has
256 Bytes of static RAM. The spark-gap generator con-
sists of a simple gas lighter that can be bought at almost
every tool store. Of course, the gas has been removed so as
to provide only the spark-generation assembling. We fur-
ther attached a coaxial cable to our spark generator. The
endpiece of the coaxial cable now consists of two cables
that form an air gap which in fact constitutes the spark
gap. Figure 2 shows a generated spark gap right above
the surface of a microcontroller. However, the greater the
spacing of the gap the stronger will be the EM burst. If
the spacing of the gap is greater than the distance to a sur-
rounding conductor, for example the decapsulated chip-
surface, the generated spark is discharged into the die of
the chip. Our experiments showed that this can lead to a
total destruction of the chip.

In addition to our ERP plate, we mounted another
smaller aluminium plate at right angle to the ERP plate.
This plate serves as an additional shield against electro-
magnetic radiation that is caused by the spark-generator.
At the front side of the shield, we have placed a PLCC
socket including the microcontroller. Moreover, the shield
contains a tiny hole which is used to connect the socket
of the microcontroller with the rest of the board, i.e. the
power-supply connectors, the crystal oscillator, and the
serial-interface circuit. The device under attack has been
placed on front of the shield, the rest of the devices have
been placed behind the shield. Furthermore, we fixed all
cables that are involved with a copper tape which has a
contact to the ERP plate as well. For contact-based high-
voltage protection, we used ferrite cores that are plugged
onto cables which are connected to the PC, the digital os-
cilloscope, and the power-supply unit. This shielded en-
vironment avoids the measurement of interfering signals
caused by the generated sparks.

In order to characterize the induced voltage, we have



Figure 3. Capsulated, rear-side decapsulated, and front-side decapsulated microcontroller

assembled a special measuring bar in front of the micro-
controller. The measuring bar allows a very accurate po-
sitioning of the endpiece of our spark-generator. It has a
precision of 100 µm.

We have characterized the induced voltage of three dif-
ferent chip-capsulation scenarios. First, a standard capsu-
lated microcontroller has been used. Second, the rear-side
of the microcontroller has been removed and the induced
voltage has been measured. In the third scenario, a front-
side decapsulated microcontroller has been used to inject
faults into the die surface of the chip. In Figure 3, the
capsulated, rear-side decapsulated, and front-side decap-
sulated microcontroller is shown.

The decapsulation process of the front-side package
has been accomplished in two steps. First, a hole has been
milled into the front side of the chip package. Second, a
fuming nitric acid has been poured into the hole. After
that, the chip has been cleaned in a beaker with acetone
by ultrasonic treatment. The last step has to be repeated
until the surface of the die has been exposed.

The rear-side decapsulation of the chip can be carried
out without the need of chemicals. It is possible to mill a
hole into the rear-side package. Under the substrate layer
of the chip exists a copper plate that can be easily removed
using a screw driver [19].

4 Results

This section will present the results of the performed
optical and electromagnetic fault-injection attacks. All at-
tacks have been performed successfully.

4.1 Optical Fault-Injection Attacks

The first step of our attack has been to fix the light
guide direct above the SRAM of the microcontroller (see
Figure 1). The location of the SRAM on the die surface
can be found by using a common loupe or microscope.
The light beams have been injected manually. The ex-
periments showed that various bits of the SRAM memory
cells can be flipped. Due to the imprecise concentration of
the light beam, we have not been able to set specific bits
of the memory. Nevertheless, the attack has led the micro-
controller to compute faulty signatures of the CRT-based

RSA algorithm.

4.2 Electromagnetic Fault-Injection Attacks

First, we have performed electromagnetic fault-
injection attacks on a capsulated microcontroller. Second,
we have characterized the induced voltage by measuring
the power consumption of the device. Three different cap-
sulation scenarios (capsulated, rear-side decapsulated, and
front-side decapsulated) have been considered in order to
discuss the differences.

Figure 4. Power-consumption trace during EM fault-
injections

In Figure 4, the power consumption during the com-
putation of the CRT-based RSA is shown. The black sig-
nal denotes the power consumption whereas the gray line
indicates the trigger signal. The computation of the sig-
natures Sq and Sp and the computation of the CRT are
clearly discernable. After approximately 600 millisec-
onds from the beginning of the RSA computation, an EM
spark has been generated on the front-side of the chip. The
EM power-injection is clearly observable as a peak in the
power-consumption trace. Thus, the computation of Sq

has been disturbed while the computation of Sp remaind
correct. However, this single fault has led to a successful



Figure 5. Induced voltage of three different decapsula-
tion methods

attack and the modulus n of the faulty signature computa-
tion has been successfully factorized.

Other experiments showed that the faults can affect
program flow as well as the SRAM content. During the
research we have also injected errors that affected the flash
memory. For a couple of hours, various bytes of the mem-
ory have not been programmable any more. The chip re-
covered completely after tens of hours.

Next, we have investigated the difference between the
decapsulation scenarios. Therefore, we have measured the
voltage, which has been induced into the device, using
the oscilloscope. The sampling rate of the oscilloscope
has been set to 4 GS/s due to the fact that the injected
EM pulses have a duration of only a few nanoseconds.
Furthermore, we have used the measuring bar in front of
the chip surface in order to vary the distance between the
chip and the generated spark gap. Figure 5 shows the
results of the experiment. As expected, the most cur-
rent has been injected in the front-side decapsulated mi-
crocontroller. Notice that the success probability of the
fault-injection attacks on the front-side decapsulated mi-
crocontroller is higher than on the capsulated or even rear-
side decapsulated microcontroller. The lowest voltage has
been induced into the conventional capsulated microcon-
troller. However, after a distance of about 10 mm from the
die surface of the chip, the same voltage has been induced
in all kinds of the performed attacking scenarios.

In Figure 6, the variance of the induced voltages of the
three different decapsulation methods is shown. It turns
out that the variance of the induced voltages decreases the
higher the distance to the die surface of the chip.

5 Conclusion

This article presents low-cost methods to attack CRT-
based RSA implementations. We have performed opti-
cal and electromagnetic fault-injection attacks on a mi-

Figure 6. Variance of the induced voltages of three dif-
ferent decapsulation methods

crocontroller. A new approach has been shown that uses
spark gaps in order to induce high-voltage pulses during
the computation of the cryptographic operations. Further-
more, we investigated the impact of EM injections on
three different decapsulation methods. All attacks have
been performed successfully and at low cost.
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